Frequently Asked Questions Regarding Scrubs

- What are the clinical professional appearance requirements and standard color for my discipline/area?
  - Please refer to the Professional Appearance Policy (link) provided on your welcome checklist.

- Where can I purchase Scrubs?
  - Scrubs may be ordered from your vendor of choice but must be embroidered by an approved vendor (listed at the bottom). The logo will be embroidered and placed on the left upper chest. We have several approved vendors either online or local.

- What is the turnaround time for scrubs after ordering?
  - Turnaround time varies by vendor. It can vary from seven days up to five weeks. You are encouraged to ask the vendor when ordering your scrubs.

- What are the requirements for students?
  - Students must wear a student name badge at all times and dress in the uniform designated by the school. If there is no designated uniform, professional dress with a lab coat will be required.

- What is the requirement for clinical agency staff?
  - Agency staff must wear the same dress designated for their discipline/department they are working for. Scrubs of the same color as their assigned discipline/department without the logo will be acceptable.

- What do I do if I have not gotten my scrubs by the time New Employee Essentials (orientation) is over?
  - Any employee that hasn’t received their scrubs by the time they are to report to their unit should obtain blue or green scrub tops from Environmental Services to wear along with their own colored pants until their department scrubs arrive. The Department Manager/Director shall communicate additional department requirements regarding appropriate dress. Non-clinical staff shall dress in a professional business attire.

Local Approved Vendors:
  - Cheyenne Stitch “only embroidering” 307-634-0858
  - Scrubs Unlimited 307-634-3444
  - Wyoming Work Warehouse 307-432-9999
  - Colorado Uniform (Fort Collins and Loveland) 970-419-0400

Online Approved Vendors:
  - Medline (Scrubs123.com): [www.suitestyles.com](http://www.suitestyles.com)
    Username: crmc
    Password: cheyenne1
  - EmbroidMe: [http://companycasuals.com/Cheyenneregional](http://companycasuals.com/Cheyenneregional) (This vendor accepts payroll deduction; however, this form of payment will not be active until your first day of orientation)